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Dead Man Walking
The IDF released a videotape Thursday,
showing the staged funeral of a Palestinian
in the Jenin refugee camp. The footage was
filmed by an IDF unmanned
reconnaissance plane on April 28th.
IDF field intelligence chief, Colonel Miri
Eisen, told reporters that the film shows
someone who is supposedly dead - and on
the way to burial - falling off his stretcher
and then running away.
According to Eisen, the funeral was "one
big show," whose aim was to dupe the
United Nations fact-finding team into
believing that the events in the camp were
worse than they were in reality. She said
that the mock funeral was part of
Palestinian preparations for the
committee's arrival and that the
Palestinians had fabricated evidence.

Signature Of Terror
GSS investigators reported that Tanzim’s
head Marwan Barghouti, who was taken
into custody on April 15th, has begun
cooperating with his interrogators. During
questioning, the terrorist leader admitted
to involvement in planning and preparing
terror attacks that involved the killing and
injuring of many of Jews.
During interrogation, Barghouti also made
a direct connection between Yasser Arafat
and PA funding for Fatah Tanzim
activities, including terror attacks. He
added that as secretary of the Tanzim, he
was responsible for ensuring there was
funding for continued operations, using
Arafat to approve payments. He confirmed
that the smallest sum required Arafat's
personal approval. Only after Arafat
affixed his signature were the necessary
funds transferred to Fatah.

Teenager’s Night Out
A 15 Year old teen and four other terrorists
were caught wearing extremely powerful
explosives, on their way to a major terrorist
attack outside Gush Katif, Thursday night.

Americans For Transfer
• Rep. Richard Armey (Majority Leader,
R.-Tex), spoke with Chris Matthews on
MSNBC and said “I am content with Israel
keeping all the land it occupies now.”
When Matthews asked if he means to say
that “all the Palestinians who are now in
the West Bank should get out of there?”
Armey responded, “Yes.” He explained that
there was plenty of room for the PA
population in other Arab countries.
• House Majority Whip, Tom DeLay,
suggested earlier this week that Israel
should not withdraw from territory it
captured in the 1967 war, despite the Bush
administration's call for an independent
Palestinian state. He also equated Israel's
struggle against the Palestinians with the
U.S. war on terrorism, and pointedly did
not use the phrase "West Bank" but said
rather "Judea and Samaria."
Source: INN
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speakers available for your Chabad
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Irrational Fear Of Public Opinion
We arrange multimedia presentations
Why are Jews willing to surrender these territories? They are possessed by fear of gentile
with videos, maps, a historical
reaction, the age-old fear of "what will the non-Jew say." A "golus mentality" has become
background and the Rebbe's
integrated into their very character; and embedded within them is the belief that a Jew
must always cringe and cower before non-Jews, and always, always, take their opinion into perspective on the current situation.
Please contact our Speakers Bureau at
account.
1-877-TRUE-PEACE.
The source for this mentality? When a Jew loses his own self-respect, when he no longer
Source: IsraelNationalNews.com

knows how a Jew thinks, speaks or acts, he adopts non-Jewish attitudes. When a Jew no
longer knows what it means to truly fear G-d, he becomes subservient to the "strange god
that is within you." That "strange god" is the antithesis of the true Jewish attitude of
submission to G-d’s Torah, the Halachah; but rather how the non-Jewish world expects
him to act.
This irrational fear of non-Jews and public opinion results in submission to all sorts of
pressure — even while one knows that to do so is to act against the best interests of Jews
and Eretz Yisroel. Thus the pathetic eagerness to surrender lands vital for security, and
thus the hesitancy in carrying out the present operation to its logical, avowed conclusion.
All for fear of what the gentile will say, what the gentile will think of us.
Based on the talks and writings of The Rebbe Concerning the Integrity of the Land of Israel. (1983)

Israel's Fight Is Our Fight
“Let every terrorist know, the
American people will never abandon
freedom, democracy or Israel,…
Recent attacks directed against
Israelis are attacks against liberty, and
all free people must recognize that
Israel's fight is our fight.”
Texas Rep Tom DeLay, (May 2 2002)
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